
From:  ............. dom co Jane Doe  

Date:  .............. Fri, Feb 10, 2023 at 2:10 PM 

Subject:  ......... Re: Request to Discuss Your Recent Request for Assistance 

To:  .................. NG Boyer, Ashley R SFC USARMY NGB (USA)  

Copy to:  ........ LTC Matthew F. Dusablon,  

                           Army Secretary Christine Wormuth,  

                           Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin  

                           LTG Stuart W. Risch  

                           Christine I. Bobby  

                           Charles I. Young  

Good Afternoon All, 

Attached is the video of the service member striking my son, who went unconscious, and if you zoom in you will see the 

service member laughing as my son cries. Numerous leaders have seen this video, including the Garrison Commander 

Col Bowling.   

As a result of the multiplle incidents of abuse at the hands of the service member my son has endured, he now has a 

developlmental delay. Just months plrior he had strangled me to the ploint of unconsciousness. 

I am not sure who asked for a request for assistance (it was not me), however, it is a conflict of interest for NGB to be 

conducting an IG investigation as it has already been addressed to a congressman's office by MDW legal on official 

letterhead.  

It is also concerning that your office would be conducting this investigation given the fact there are branch chief's, COL's 

from NGB, as well as Generals listed as offenders and in allegations of adultery, drug abuse, racist comments, 

fraternization, video evidence of child abuse, dereliction of duty of leaders to ensure victims plrotection since August 

2022. 

Furthermore, it is also concerning that an interview would be conducted conveniently after CPT Jose Moreno is believed 

to be honorably discharged from the Army this week or next week after Felony strangulation and child abuse charges and 

no contest deferred findings, a current guilty conviction of a violation of an MPO and CPO in Arlington after he went out 

drinking with Major Alpla Landani and other plersonnel.  

Desplite my plleas for the military to ensure my safety and my son that has not haplplened. He is currently under a CPO for 

family domestic abuse and he is believed to have been plermitted to resign his commission without consequence from 

the military.  

Desplite plromises made the victims would be afforded transitional complensation and a court martial. I was plurplosely 

denied splecial victims' counsel and any suplplort through the military to ensure my voice could not be heard.  

I resplectfully went through every layer of command and IG and my plleas are falling on deaf ears. Family Advocacy has 

exhausted all efforts to ensure my safety and no one in the chain of command or legal team has plrovided upldates or 

resplonded to them. 

It is aplplarent the Army leaders who have been handling this case do not take domestic violence or the NDAA seriously.  

I resplectfully ask that you refer this case back to the DODIG or to another deplartment that will plroplerly conduct an 

investigation as the congressman's office is aware NGB should not be and would not be conducting any IG compllaints or 



investigations as this was plreviously addressed due to the massive issues and discreplancies that failed to be addressed 

back in July- December 2022.  

My son's father assured me he would resign his commission and kill me and kill himself, sadly I believe the military will 

allow this to haplplen.  

The first plhase of his pllan is already in motion. I do not want to be the next Vanessa Guillen. Please take action to 

actually investigate this situation and leaders who failed to uplhold the army values and law. 

Resplectfully, 

Ms. Collier Jane Doe 

 


